OTHER DEDICATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

A. Connections with Data Transmitting and Receiving Equipment that Process Data and/or Perform Calculations – Information Terminal Service

1. General

   a. Data transmitting and receiving equipment that processes data and/or performs calculations and which requires line conditioning on the access line in order to operate effectively, will be connected to the exchange network of the Company through the provisions of Information Terminal Service. Business customers not needing Information Terminal Service for successful transmission of data may subscribe to an appropriate business rate offering when their use of the service is within the parameters of that described under the application of business rates in the Part 2 of the Guidebook. Examples of data transmitting and receiving equipment would include computers, associated buffering devices and/or concentrating devices with store and forward capabilities located on the same premises and shall include equipment used in the provision of Composite Data Service. Teletypewriter machines and similar input terminal devices are not within the provisions of this service.

   b. Information Terminal Service working in conjunction with an appropriate modem is the communications link between the data transmitting and receiving equipment and the Company central office. Information Terminal Service is a business exchange service and, as such, is assigned a telephone number and has incoming and outgoing call capabilities.

2. Regulations

   In addition to the rules as covered in the "Rules and Regulations Applying To All Customers' Contracts" Section of Part 2, Section 2 of the Guidebook, the following also applies:

   a. Data transmitting and receiving equipment which utilizes Information Terminal Service shall be connected to the Exchange Network by means of an appropriate Registered or Grandfathered Data Set or Customer-Provided Registered Protective Circuitry.

   b. A listing may be provided in connection with Information Terminal Service if requested by the customer.

   c. For private line charge on Information Terminal Service extending outside the same building or beyond the premises, refer to Section 2, Part 15 of the Guidebook. For urban mileage charges for circuits extending beyond the base rate area, see Part 4, Section 5 of the Guidebook.

/1/ Information Terminal Service is not a residential class of service. Residential customers using data transmitting and receiving equipment as described above may subscribe to a residential class of service for this purpose when their use of the service is within the parameters of that described under the application of residence rates in the Part 2 of the Guidebook.
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3. Charges

   a. The following charges apply for Information Terminal Service:

   | Information Terminal Service, each termination /1FA/ |
   | Monthly Rate | Nonrecurring Charge |
   | See preceding /2/ | /2/ |

   b. The minimum contract period for service is one month.

---

/1/ When associated with a C.O. Centrex, the appropriate on-premises /RJ + NTX or NXA/ or off premises /RKA + NTXOP/ station line rate also applies.

/2/ The regulations and appropriate charges for service connections apply as set forth in Part 3 - Service Connection Charges of the Guidebook. In addition, a $52.25 Service and Equipment Charge applies for each termination provided.

/3/ Information Terminal Service does not apply to residence exchange service.
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